Motion blur is a significant display property for which accurate, valid, and robust measurement methods are needed. Recent motion blur measurements of a set of eight displays by a set of six measurement devices provided an opportunity to evaluate techniques of measurement and analysis. We found significant discrepancies between instruments, and variability within instruments.
Objective and Background
Many modern display technologies, notably LCD, are subject to motion blur. Motion blur arises when the eye tracks a moving image, while the display presents individual frames that persist for significant fractions of a frame duration, or longer. As a result, the image is smeared across the retina during the frame duration.
There have been a number of attempts to characterize motion blur in a systematic and meaningful way. Most of these involve estimating the width of an edge subjected to motion blur. This edge can be captured in any of three ways [1, 2] . The first method employs a pursuit camera that tracks a vertical edge (between two graylevels) as it moves horizontally across the screen. The camera is simulating the eye as it pursues the moving edge. The result, after averaging over time, is a picture of the blurred edge. After averaging over the vertical dimension (orthogonal to the motion), a one-dimensional waveform representing the cross-section of the blurred edge can be obtained. It describes relative luminance (a number proportional to luminance) as a function of horizontal position in pixels. We will call this the Moving Edge Spatial Profile (MESP). When recorded at several speeds of edge motion, the waveforms are usually found to correspond when the horizontal scale is divided by the speed. Therefore it is conventional to rescale the horizontal axis of the profile (pixels) by dividing by the speed (pixels/frame) to obtain a waveform that is a function of time (frames). We call this the Moving Edge Temporal Profile (METP). It is also conventional to characterize the width of the METP in terms of the time interval between 10% and 90% points of the curve. This quantity is called the Blur Edge Time (BET) and is reported in msec.
The second method employs a stationary high-speed camera. With a sufficiently high frame rate, it is possible to capture a sequence of frames, that, with appropriate shifting and adding, can also yield a record of the MESP and thereby the METP. The highspeed camera avoids the mechanical challenges of the pursuit camera.
The third method employs a fixed non-imaging detector such as a photodiode which measures the luminance over time as the display is switched from one graylevel to another. This temporal step response is then convolved with a pulse of duration equal to the hold time (for an LCD, typically one frame), to obtain another version of the METP [3] . This last method relies on an assumption that all pixels are independent. It has been demonstrated to be accurate in many cases [1, 2] , but may fail when motion-dependent processing is present.
Outstanding questions remain regarding the accuracy and agreement among these various methods, and also regarding the analysis of the METP. In February 2008 a unique opportunity was provided to address some of these questions. Under the auspices of the International Committee on Display Measurement [4] , an experiment was conducted in which eight flat panel displays were measured by six different motion blur measuring instruments. The testing facility was provided by Samsung, Inc, in Seoul, Korea. The objective of this report is to discuss preliminary results from that experiment. The primary focus will be on the degree of agreement among methods, and on the analysis of the METP.
Methods

Displays
Each display (device under test, or DUT) was identified by a three digit code (DUTID) to preserve anonymity of the display manufacturers. The various displays are identified in Table 1 . The set of displays included both LCD and PDP, and a range of technologies to combat motion blur (black level insertion, hot cathode fluorescent lamp, scanning backlight, overdrive, 120 Hz frame rate). 
Measurement devices
The six light measurement devices (LMD) are described in Table  2 . Each is identified by a code (LMDID) in order to preserve anonymity of the methods. 
Procedures
The eight displays were assembled in one large room. Each team associated with one LMD collected measurements with their device from as many displays as possible over the course of two days. Room illumination was dim but not precisely controlled. Following the experiment, data were submitted electronically to the author for analysis.
The experimental conditions consisted of 20 gray-gray transitions, consisting of the pair-wise combinations of graylevels 0, 91, 139, 150, and 255. Two speeds of edge motion were used: 8 and 16 pixels/frame. The basic data requested of each team were 1) estimates of BET, and 2) METP or MESP waveforms for each of the 40 conditions.
Waveform standardization
Before further analysis, all submitted waveforms were converted to a standard form. Some were submitted as temporal step responses, which were converted to METP by convolution with a pulse of duration one frame. Some waveforms were submitted as a blurred pulse, rather than a blurred edge. These were split into leading and trailing blurred edges. Finally, all MESP were converted to METP.
Results
A total of 36 data sets were obtained, each consisting of a particular LMD applied to a particular DUT. Altogether, these comprised 1594 METP, and 1281 BET estimates (some teams submitted waveforms but not BET data for certain conditions). An example of one METP is shown in Figure 1 . This particular METP, shown by the blue points, exhibits considerable noise. This is largely because this is a small transition between nearby graylevels (139-150). Note that the curve is expressed (like all METP) as a function of time in frames. 
GET Metric
To provide a summary description of each curve, we have fit it with a cumulative Gaussian of the form (1) where B and E are beginning and ending relative luminance values, t is time in frames, and µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, and erfc is the complementary error function. The parameter σ , in frames, is a useful estimate of the width of the Gaussian. It can easily be converted to an estimate of BET. We call this estimate Gaussian Edge Time (GET), given by (2) where w is the frame-rate in Hz. The Gaussian provided a reasonable fit to nearly all of 1594 METP.
BET Results
We collected a total of 1281 BET estimates from the measurement teams. These were derived by each team through proprietary analyses of their own instrument data. An example of one set is shown in Figure 2 . It shows BET as a function of the beginning and ending graylevels of the edge. In this particular case, there is considerable variation in BET with graylevel. To provide a summary picture of these results, we have computed the mean and standard deviation, over both graylevel pair and edge speed, for each combination of LMD and DUT. It must be borne in mind that this measure mixes both variation due to measurement error and due to genuine differences in BET with speed or graylevel. These values are shown for all BET data in Figure 3 . This figure shows that mean BET varies from about 7 to about 22 msec over the various displays. However, it also shows that there are significant differences among LMD when measuring the same DUT. These differences are evident both in the mean value, which may differ by as much as 90%, and also in the estimates of variation.
GET Results
As noted above, it is possible to estimate BET directly from the Gaussian fit to the METP, using the metric GET. We have done this for all 1594 METP. In Figure 4 we show the subset of these estimates that correspond to the BET estimates in Figure 3 . As expected, the values are generally similar to BET, but the variability of GET estimates is lower. The reduced variance of the GET metric, relative to BET, is shown more clearly in Figure 5 . This shows a histogram of differences between standard deviations for GET and BET for corresponding combinations of LMD and DUT. It shows that in a great majority of cases, GET yields a lower standard deviation, and that in many cases the advantage is very large.
GET exhibits another advantage here as well. We were able to estimate values of GET from all 1594 METP records, while only 1281 BET estimates were provided by the proponent teams. In short, 20% of BET estimates were missing. We speculate that the missing estimates are the result of the difficulty of estimating BET by locating 10% and 90% points in noisy waveforms with uncertain maxima and minima. This difficulty is obviated by the Gaussian fitting method of GET. Under most conditions, estimates of BET or GET should be independent of speed. We looked at the log of the ratio between the two estimates for 8 and 16 pixels/frame. Departures from zero indicate a discrepancy between the two estimates. We then compared these log ratios for corresponding conditions for BET and GET, as shown in Figure 6 . The discrepancies are generally larger for BET. This illustrates another advantage of the GET metric over BET. However both metrics exhibit discrepancies, which is a subject for concern and for further investigation. Note also that the discrepancies are not predominantly either positive or negative, as might be expected of a systematic difference in display behavior between the two speeds. Figures 3 shows that there are differences among BET estimates as provided by the various LMD, especially with respect to some of the displays (e.g., DUT 008). Figure 4 shows that some of this variation can be removed though use of a robust metric like GET. But Figure 4 also shows that some discrepancies between LMD remain. These discrepancies must be due to differences in the methods of acquiring (or reporting) the METP. Systematic comparisons between actual waveforms from different LMD are difficult because not all proponents collected data from the same DUT at the same graylevels. But a suggestion of significant differences is evident in Figure 7 , which shows the METP captured by the six different LMD for one speed and graylevel pair. Clearly the waveforms are significantly different, as are the widths of the transition, as reflected in the indicated values of σ.
We should note that this display, with a scanning backlight, was one of the most challenging, and discrepancies this large are not universal among the DUT. We hope to conduct a more systematic analysis of this question in the future. 
